Access to a plentiful and trainable workforce is among corporate site selectors’ top location criteria. If states cannot demonstrate a commitment to delivering workers now and in the future with the skills companies require, they will soon be eliminated from consideration. Workforce development programs vary from state to state, so Site Selection has developed a set of regional rankings that measure states’ progress according to factors that apply to all 50 states, including expenditures for workforce preparation programs, a national postsecondary and workforce readiness measure and number of ACT National Career Readiness Certificates. Now in their fourth year, these ranking give readers a new tool for evaluating location suitability across the U.S.

Driven by air, sea, river, rail and highway proximity, the new world of supply-chain location analysis is bringing attention to some new spots on the globe. And it’s causing some territories to dust off old assets and balance their reliance on imports with export-related manufacturing. Look to this report for insights into what’s influencing corporate decision-making.

Communities around the world want to see creative and digital media talent populate their resurgent center cities, university towns and mixed-use campuses. Who’s succeeding? We profile projects and talk to the companies growing and hiring worldwide in this dynamic and constantly changing field.

Ever wished you could find the latest state information about corporate facility projects, legislative and incentives policy, FDI, wages and workforce demographics in one credible publication? These State of the States Data Pages will make that wish come true.

The State Data Pages are coming!

Don’t miss the most detailed and useful compendium of state economic development data published for site selection professionals.

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT RANKINGS

Access to a plentiful and trainable workforce is among corporate site selectors’ top location criteria. If states cannot demonstrate a commitment to delivering workers now and in the future with the skills companies require, they will soon be eliminated from consideration. Workforce development programs vary from state to state, so Site Selection has developed a set of regional rankings that measure states’ progress according to factors that apply to all 50 states, including expenditures for workforce preparation programs, a national postsecondary and workforce readiness measure and number of ACT National Career Readiness Certificates. Now in their fourth year, these ranking give readers a new tool for evaluating location suitability across the U.S.

E-COMMERCE & LOGISTICS HUBS

Driven by air, sea, river, rail and highway proximity, the new world of supply-chain location analysis is bringing attention to some new spots on the globe. And it’s causing some territories to dust off old assets and balance their reliance on imports with export-related manufacturing. Look to this report for insights into what’s influencing corporate decision-making.
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Special Advertising Sections

- Advanced Manufacturing
- Artificial Intelligence
- Mixed-Use Retail

Area Spotlights

New projects and trends will be covered in the following state, regional and international spotlights:

States
Alabama Connecticut Delaware Michigan Oregon Tennessee

Regions
Midwest (IL, IN, IA, KS, MI, MN, MO, NE, ND, OH, SD, WI)

International
Australia & New Zealand Colombia Western Canada (AB, BC, MB, SK) Western Europe

Advertising space deadline is December 2nd.
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